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Diptyque places the utmost importance on the formulation 
of its products. We aim to offer an exceptional sensorial 
experience – one that fully meets our own aspirations

in terms of health and respect for the environment. We have 
therefore chosen to go beyond the regulations currently in 
force with the introduction of our own formulation charter.

Under this charter, each range of perfumes and cosmetics, candles, home fragrances 
and household products – devised and produced mainly in France – is guided by 
its own particular set of specifications that define our composition requirements. 
These specifications have been rigorously applied to all new Diptyque creations and 
formulations since 2023. In an ongoing process of constant improvement, the existing 
portfolio, will be reformulated step by step describe over what time period to bring it 
into line with our new requirements.

THE BEST OF THE NATURAL, 
THE BEST OF THE SYNTHETIC

First and foremost, our products are formulated with 
the finest ingredients. Whether natural or synthetic, 
these are selected for their quality, high perfor-
mance and safety. Naturally occurring raw materials 
– for which we systematically demand guarantees 
of traceability and responsible sourcing – are not 
always a satisfactory solution, either in terms of 
effective performance, safety, or from a social and 
environmental viewpoint, which is why we comple-
ment them with synthetic materials. Along with our 
partners and perfumers, we’re continuously seeking 
ingredients produced using ethical methods, such 
as green chemistry or biotechnology.

CHOOSING MINERAL WAX

We never compromise on olfactory performance 
or burning quality, and that’s why our candles 
are composed primarily of mineral waxes. Each 
Diptyque candle is the product of a unique blending 
of multiple high-quality waxes, the precise blend 
being determined by the candle’s fragrance and 
size. These waxes optimize the diffusion of the 
perfume notes while also guaranteeing the finest 
possible burning experience while respecting all 
applicable safety standards. Diptyque mineral 
waxes, which are the same as those used in 
cosmetics, all comply with European legislation, 
the most restrictive in the world. 

PERFUME: AT THE HEART 
OF ALL OUR CREATIONS

Our perfume concentrates, which are present in 
all our ranges, comply with the standards set by 
the International Fragrance Association (IFRA), 
thereby ensuring the highest level of safety. We 
also impose supplementary requirements on our 
partners, especially when it comes to our home 
fragrances, in order to meet our high standards. As 
such, we automatically exclude certain perfume 
molecules on health, environmental or ethical 
grounds. Moreover, we also insist that our perfu-
mers guarantee responsible sourcing and a res-
ponsible supply chain for all natural raw materials 
used in our perfumes.

The moment there is the slightest concern that an ingredient may be 
unsafe or toxic to the environment, or raise any ethical issues, we exclude 
it. Certain families of ingredients have been excluded from our new 
products since 2023, such as ingredients of animal origin or those ob-
tained from endangered plant species. Also excluded are nanoparticles, 
silicones, microplastics and any colorants that are not essential to our 
formulations. Should UV filters, antioxidants, preservatives or solvents 
be considered necessary to ensure the quality of a product, they are used 
in moderation or selected from a restricted list. We use biodegradable 
molecules wherever possible, especially in our rinse-off products, so as 
to limit the environmental impact of our formulations.

EXCLUDED OR RESTRICTED INGREDIENTS


